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We explore the question as to whether quantum effects can yield a speedup of the non-equilibrium
evolution of spin systems towards a classical thermal state. In our approach we exploit the fact that
the thermal state of a spin system can be mapped onto a node-free quantum state whose coefficients
are given by thermal weights. This perspective permits the construction of a dissipative – yet
quantum – dynamics which encodes in its stationary state the thermal state of the original problem.
We show for the case of an all-to-all connected Ising spin model that an appropriate transformation
of this dissipative dynamics allows to interpolate between a regime in which the order parameter
obeys the classical equations of motion under Glauber dynamics, to a quantum regime with an
accelerated approach to stationarity. We show that this effect enables in principle a speedup of
pattern retrieval in a Hopfield neural network.
Introduction — A fundamental question that is cur-
rently triggering much attention in the quantum infor-
mation, quantum many-body and computer science com-
munities is whether quantum effects may lead to advan-
tages in solving computational problems [1–6]. Several
quantum algorithms have been proposed which can out-
perform their best classical counterparts, such as in the
paradigmatic examples of integer factorization [7] and
database search problems [8]. Fluctuations due to quan-
tum effects can moreover be employed to improve the per-
formance of classical algorithms by opening “tunnelling”
paths through high potential barriers that could other-
wise trap a classical system in configurations potentially
very different from the sought solution. This is the case,
for instance, of quantum annealing [9] which seeks to
find the state of minimum energy within the energy land-
scape of e.g. a highly-connected spin system with ran-
dom couplings [10–13]. More recently, a further paradigm
emerged seeking to exploit the intrinsic open nature of
quantum systems for quantum computing [14]. Its under-
lying idea is to encode the result of a computation in the
stationary state of a suitably engineered [15, 16] quan-
tum dissipative evolution of a many-body (spin) system
[17].
In this work we are interested in the question whether
quantum effects in a purely dissipative dynamics can be
advantageous for an accelerated approach to the ther-
mal state of an interacting spin system. Analogously
to the above-mentioned annealing or quantum compu-
tation protocols, this equilibrium state may encode the
solution of a computational problem or the result of an
optimization protocol. Our construction is based on a
dissipative – yet quantum – generalization of a classical
equilibrium Markov process. The corresponding dynam-
ics has a pure stationary state which yields expectation
values for classical observables that are identical to those
of a thermal ensemble [18]. We show that the station-
FIG. 1. Quantum accelerated approach towards sta-
tionarity. We consider a purely dissipative open quantum
evolution which reproduces the stationary state properties of
an equilibrium stochastic dynamics (with generator Lc). The
quantum dynamics (generated by the operator Lq) will result
generally in different dynamical timescales and may lead to
an accelerated approach of the order parameter towards sta-
tionarity with respect to the classical evolution. The accelera-
tion emerges from the unitary transformation of the dynamics
that leaves the stationary states invariant but may change the
structure of their basins of attraction.
ary state is invariant under a set of unitary transforma-
tions which, however, affect the dynamics in a non-trivial
way [19, 20]. This freedom permits a (quantum) speedup
of the approach towards stationarity in comparison with
the classical dynamics. We illustrate this in the case of a
fully-connected Ising model and show that similar results
hold for a Hopfield neural network (HNN) [21, 22], which
hints at the possibility of using quantum effects for the
accelerated retrieval of patterns.
Quantum generalization of classical stochastic pro-
cesses — We focus for simplicity on equilibrium spin
models. At the classical level, these are described by
a set of configurations { z⃗ } = { z1, z2, . . . , zN } with N the
number of spins and zi = ±1 some Ising spin variables.
Each model is defined in terms of an energy (or “cost”)
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2function E(z⃗). In hard optimization problems [23], these
functions are typically defined so that their global min-
ima correspond to the sought solutions in configuration
space. Under any single-spin-flipping (or, more gener-
ally, ergodic) dynamics which satisfies detailed balance,
the probability P (z⃗, t) of being in a given configuration
z⃗ at time t will approach, in the limit t →∞, the Gibbs
distribution Peq(z⃗) = e−βE(z⃗)/Z(β), where β = 1/kBT is
the inverse temperature and Z(β) = ∑{ z⃗ } e−βE(z⃗) is the
partition function.
To define a quantum generalization, we first promote
the classical variables zi to quantum spins σ
z
i and encode
the corresponding configurations in quantum states ∣z⃗⟩
such that σzi ∣z⃗⟩ = zi ∣z⃗⟩. In the following, we shall refer
to this as the “classical basis” and to observables diagonal
in this basis as “classical observables”. The state of the
system is generically described by a density matrix ρ. We
restrict for simplicity to Markovian and purely dissipative
dynamics, so that in the Lindblad formalism [24, 25] ρ
evolves according to
ρ˙ = Lρ =∑
j
(LjρL†j − 12 {L†jLj , ρ}) . (1)
Here L denotes the generator of the time evolution and
the operators Lj are jump operators. In order to fix
the form of the jump operators we define the pure state∣ΨSS⟩ = ∑{ z⃗ }√Peq(z⃗) ∣z⃗⟩ and require it to be a dark
state of the dynamics, i.e., Lj ∣ΨSS⟩ = 0∀j. This ensures
that ρSS = ∣ΨSS⟩ ⟨ΨSS∣ is a stationary state of Eq. (1),
and that any expectation value of a classical observ-
able on it corresponds to the (classical) thermal aver-
age ⟨Ocl⟩ = Tr(ρSSOcl) = ∑{ z⃗ } e−βE(z⃗) ⟨z⃗∣Ocl∣z⃗⟩ /Z(β).
Hence, any classical property can be equivalently re-
trieved from this system, while quantum fluctuations
can affect the typical timescales of the dynamics. We
note that imposing Lj ∣ΨSS⟩ = 0∀j is reminiscent of the
frustration-free property typically associated to special
(Rokhsar-Kivelson) systems [26], as it ensures that the
“global” stationary state property LρSS = 0 is “locally”
satisfied by each jump operator.
The dark-state property does not uniquely fix the jump
operators. For instance, if from a given set of Lj one
were to construct a second one L′j = ujLj with uj a set of
unitary transformations (u†juj = 1), the dynamics would
still have ρSS as a stationary state (since L
′
j ∣ΨSS⟩ = 0 ∀j).
Note that it is the “frustration-free” property of the dark
state that allows one to choose different unitary opera-
tors uj for different j. As sketched in Fig. 1, this free-
dom allows to construct and explore different dynamics,
all sharing the same stationary state(s). Generically, the
typical timescales of the dynamics will change for differ-
ent uj , yielding in some cases a faster, in others a slower
approach to stationarity.
In the following we construct explicitly a set of jump
operators. To this end we define z⃗{ i} as the list of Ising
variables excluding the i-th one. Furthermore, we denote
by Di(z⃗{ i}) = [E(z⃗{ i}, zi = −1)−E(z⃗{ i}), zi = +1)]/2 half
the energy cost for flipping the i-th spin down, leaving
the configuration of the remaining spins fixed. From Di
we define an operator ∆Ei obtained by taking the func-
tional form of Di and replacing every zj (j ≠ i) with
the corresponding Pauli matrix σzj . For example, for
Di = (1/N)∑j≠i zj one would get ∆Ei = (1/N)∑j≠i σzj .
TheN jump operators (one per site) are then constructed
according to
Li = α−i ni − α+i σ+i , with α±i = e± β2 ∆Ei[2 cosh (β∆Ei)] 12 . (2)
Here σ±i = (σxi ± iσyi )/2 are the Pauli raising and lowering
operators, ni = (σzi + 12)/2, and the dependence of ∆Ei
on all spins but the i-th one is implicit. This particu-
lar form of the jump operators is convenient, because it
will allow us, in the examples discussed further below,
to directly relate the purely-dissipative quantum dynam-
ics to the corresponding classical Glauber dynamics with
energy function E(z⃗).
To conclude the construction of the jump operators we
use the freedom given by the unitaries uj . For the sake
of simplicity we choose local unitaries parameterized by
the two angles θ and φ: uj(θ, φ) = eiφσzi2 eiθσyi e−iφσzi2 .
Fully-connected quadratic models — To study the de-
pendence of the relaxation timescales under the angles(θ, φ), we focus here on fully-connected models E(z⃗) =−∑i,j Jijzizj , with Jij being a symmetric real N ×N ma-
trix. This will allow us to study the dynamics in terms
of semi-classical collective variables. The equations of
motion for the local operators σx,y,zi generated by the
dynamics (1) read (see [27])
σ˙xi = −Axi − β2 ∑k≠iJkisech(β∆Ek)σykσyi + sech(β∆Ei)2 ,
σ˙yi = −Ayi + β2 ∑k≠iJkisech(β∆Ek)σykσxi ,
σ˙zi = −Azi + 12 tanh(β∆Ei). (3)
Here Aαi = {fα [sech(β∆Ei)σxi + tanh(β∆Ei)σzi − 1] +
σαi }/2 (α = x, y, z), which depends on the angles(θ, φ) through the functions fx(θ, φ) = − sin(2θ) cos(φ),
fy(θ, φ) = sin(2θ) sin(φ), fz(θ) = cos(2θ). Note that
for θ = pi/4 [i.e., fz(pi/4) = 0] the last equation is de-
fined entirely in terms of combinations of σz matrices.
Further below, we shall use this choice (together with
φ = pi/2) as a classical reference case, as it will yield, for
the z-component of spin operator, the same dynamics one
would derive from a purely-classical Glauber dynamics.
Fully-connected Ising model — As a first example we
consider the fully-connected Ising model, i.e., we choose
Jij = 1/N . We construct a set of semiclassical collec-
tive variables that allow to reduce the problem to a
3system of 3N coupled ordinary differential equations:
sα = (1/N)∑Ni=1 σαi (α = x, y, z). Since their commuta-
tor [sα, sβ] = 2iαβγsγ/N vanishes in the thermodynamic
limit N →∞, we can effectively replace them with their
expectation values sα ≈ ⟨sα⟩ ≡mα, leading to
m˙x = −Ax + 1
2
sech(βmz) − β
2
sech(βmz)(my)2,
m˙y = −Ay + β
2
sech(βmz)mymx,
m˙z = −Az + 1
2
tanh(βmz). (4)
Here Aα = {fα [mxsech(βmz) +mz tanh(βmz) − 1] +
mα}/2 (α = x, y, z). The choice θ = pi/4 decouples the
third equation from the others, implying that the dynam-
ics of mz proceeds independently from the one of mx,y.
Furthermore, the equation for mz is equivalent to the
mean-field evolution equation of the order parameter of
a classical Ising model under a continuous-time Glauber
dynamics. We thereby consider this angle θ = pi/4 our
classical reference point (the specific choice of φ will not
affect the evolution of mz).
The stationary state structure can be extracted by set-
ting the l.h.s. of Eqs. (4) to zero: for β ≤ 1 (high tem-
perature) the equations admit a single (“paramagnetic”)
solution mz = my = 0, mx = 1. For β < 1 (low tem-
perature) the paramagnetic solution becomes unstable
and two stable “ferromagnetic” (mz ≠ 0) solutions ap-
pear obeying mz = tanh(βmz).
In Fig. 2(a) we show the “quantum” (red lines) and
“classical” (blue line) evolution of the order parameter
mz(t) in the ferromagnetic phase for a specific choice of
θ and φ and fixed initial conditions. The observed accel-
eration away from the classical limit arises in the early
stages of the dynamics, whereas the long-time, asymp-
totic behavior is exponential with the same rate for both
curves [panel (b)]. The onset of this exponential decay is
thus shifted in time, leading to a speedup.
To quantify this accelerated approach to stationarity,
we define the relaxation time t¯ as the time it takes the
order parameter to approach its stationary value within
the threshold  = 10−3 (see [27] for more details). The
choice of this threshold is arbitrary; however, for most
values of θ and φ the asymptotic approach to stationarity
is exponential with the same rate for both quantum and
classical dynamics, as in Fig. 2(b). Hence, the specific
value of  is not relevant to determine the presence of a
speedup. Some small regions where the quantum dynam-
ics is asymptotically slower than the classical one exist,
but they are included within regions where the early-time
dynamics is slowed down as well. In Fig. 2(c) we show
t¯/t¯c — which is the relaxation time normalized by the
classical relaxation time t¯c (at θ = pi/4 and φ = pi/2) —
in the (θ, φ)-plane for a given choice of very small initial
conditions. The plot shows large regions of accelerated
relaxation separated by two narrow strips, close to the
FIG. 2. Comparison between the “classical” and
“quantum” dynamics of a fully-connected Ising
model. (a) Magnetization mz as a function of time t. (b)
Logarithmic plot of mz(t) − mz(t → ∞) displaying the ex-
ponential approach towards the stationary value of the mag-
netization. The equal slope of all curves highlights that the
asymptotic rate is the same for all choices of the angles (θ, φ).
(c) Density plot of the ratio t¯/t¯c in the (θ, φ)-plane. Here t¯ is
the relaxation time at given θ, φ-values and t¯c is the relaxation
time in the classical limit (at θ = pi/4). (d) Magnetization mz
for selected angles [see panel (c)]. In panels (a) and (b) blue
denotes the classical case θ = pi/4; red lines correspond to the
choices (θ, φ) = (3,0) (dashed) and (θ, φ) = (0.3,4) (solid). In
all panels, β−1 = 0.8 and the initial conditions are randomly
chosen such that ∣mα(0)∣ ≪ 1 (α = x, y, z).
“classical” regime, where the quantum dynamics expe-
riences instead a slowdown. The shape of these strips
shows only a weak dependence on the initial conditions.
This robustness is a consequence of the fact that, while
the stationary states are independent of the angles θ and
φ, their respective basins of attraction change (see sketch
in Fig. 1). As can be gleaned from Eqs. (4), mz = 0 iden-
tifies an invariant subspace under the classical dynamics
(i.e., mz = 0 ⇒ m˙z = 0). Hence, by choosing the ini-
tial conditions ∣mα∣ ≪ 1 the initial dynamics in the z-
direction will necessarily be slow (due to the almost van-
ishing derivative). By changing the angles (and thereby
the shape of the attraction basins), the same initial con-
dition will generically not be close to such an invariant
manifold and the quantum dynamics will start faster,
leading to the observed accelerated early-time dynamics.
Indeed, the instances in which it is slower [bright regions
in panel (c)] correspond to regions where the dynamics
swaps from reaching one ferromagnetic stationary state
to its opposite [panel (d)]. Hence, for most choices of θ
and φ the quantum dynamics will be faster than the clas-
sical one independently of the initial conditions as long
as ∣mα(0)∣ ≪ 1.
Application to the Hopfield neural network — The
HNN is a fundamental model for an associative mem-
ory capable of storing a set of p spin configurations{ ξµ1 , . . . , ξµN } (µ = 1, ..., p). These are referred to
as patterns, where each component takes the values
4ξµi = ±1 (i = 1, ...,N). Hereafter, we shall adopt the
vector notation for the p-dimensional pattern space,
e.g., ξ⃗i = (ξ1i , . . . , ξpi )T . For large N , the pattern
components are assumed to have a random struc-
ture symmetrically distributed between ±1, so that(1/N)∑i ξµi ≈ 0 and (1/N)∑i ξµi ξνi ≈ δµν . More specif-
ically, the ξµi are described as a set of independent,
identically-distributed random variables with distribu-
tion P (ξµi = ±1) = 12 . For the HNN, the coupling ma-
trix reads Jij = (1/N)∑pµ=1 ξµi ξµj . The corresponding
energy function is minimized by choosing configurations
zi = ξµi ∀i for any fixed µ. Hence, a stochastic Glauber
dynamics may have the patterns as stationary states, as
long as the number of patterns obeys p/N ≪ 1 [28, 29].
More generally, at finite temperature two phases emerge:
for β < 1 the system is in a paramagnetic phase where the
typical configurations have no extensive overlap with any
of the patterns [limN→∞(1/N)∑i ξµi ⟨zi⟩ = 0∀µ]. Instead,
β > 1 identifies a “retrieval” phase where the system picks
one of the patterns (say, the ν-th) and acquires a non-
vanishing overlap with it [limN→∞(1/N)∑i ξνi ⟨zi⟩ ≠ 0].
In the corresponding quantum model, this overlap
is generalized to mαµ = (1/N)∑Ni=1 ξµi ⟨σαi ⟩ with ⟨⋅⟩ =
tr{(⋅)ρ(t)} representing the quantum expectation value
at time t. However, in contrast to the fully-connected
Ising model, the equations of motion do not straight-
forwardly close in the collective variables (overlaps) mαµ
and further approximations are required: since the sta-
tionary state should yield the same expectation values
as a classical HNN, it is natural to think that, at least
not too far from the stationary points, the dynamics will
be mostly determined by the properties of the overlaps
mαµ . We thus perform the approximation ⟨σαi ⟩ ≈ ξµi mαµ
(consistency checks are discussed in [27]). Moreover, we
exploit the self-averaging property, i.e. that for large N
we can perform the substitution (1/N)∑i F (ξ⃗i)→ F (ξ⃗),
where (⋅) denotes the average over the disorder. This
reduces the equations of motion to [27]
m˙x,yµ = −A¯x,yµ (β),
m˙zµ = −A¯zµ(β) + 12ξµ tanhβξ⃗ ⋅ m⃗z, (5)
where A¯αµ = [fαmxµsech(βξ⃗ ⋅ m⃗z) +mαµ] /2 (α = x, y, z).
These equations close in the 3p variables mx,y,zµ
and can be solved numerically, the averages be-
ing calculated according to their definition F (ξ⃗) =
1
2p ∑ξ1=±1 . . .∑ξp=±1 F (ξ⃗).
As in the fully-connected Ising model, the choice θ =
pi/4 decouples the equations for the z-component and
makes them equivalent to the classical (mean-field) dy-
namics. Unlike in the previous case, however, the or-
der parameters [the overlaps mα(t)] are not necessarily
known (one would have to know the patterns ξµ to de-
rive them from the spin configurations) and therefore an
averaging over initial conditions is required.
FIG. 3. Comparison between the “classical” and
“quantum” dynamics of a HNN. Density plot of the ra-
tio t¯/t¯c, averaged over 200 realizations (for protocol see main
text). The initial conditions are fixed such that ∣mzµ(0)∣ is uni-
formly distributed in the interval [−0.01,0.01] ∀µ = 1, ..., p−1,
whereas mzp(0) ∈ [Z0 − 0.01, Z0 + 0.01] with Z0 = 0.5, 0.25 and
0.125. The remaining components mx(0) and my(0) are ran-
domly chosen in [−0.01,0.01]. For the “quantum” case the ro-
tation mz(0)→mx(0), mx(0)→ −mz(0) is performed before
running the dynamics. The remaining parameters, common
to all panels, are p = 3 (number of patterns), β−1 = 0.8. These
plots display one eighth of the entire (θ, φ)-plane [correspond-
ing to the bottom-left corner of Fig. 2(c)], but the remainder
can be reconstructed by symmetry arguments via the trans-
formations φ→ 2pi − φ, θ → pi/2 − θ and (θ, φ)→ (pi − θ, φ + pi)
(see [27] for more details).
We focus on initial conditions representing “corrupted
memories”, i.e., we pick the initial (random) overlaps
mzµ(0) uniformly over a small interval [−0.01,0.01] with
the exception of a single one (without loss of generality,
we fix µ = p) mzp(0) = Z0 ± 0.01, which is instead cen-
tered around a non-vanishing value Z0 ≠ 0. This mimics
a case where a classical memory encodes a portion of a
given pattern and the task of the neural network is to
reconstruct the remainder.
Notably, merely changing θ and φ does not lead to
any speedup as in the Ising case. To find a regime
where quantum acceleration occurs, a possible protocol
is the following: for each random choice of the initial
conditions a spin rotation is performed which maps the
overlaps’ x-components in z-components and vice versa
[mxµ(0) → −mzµ(0), myµ(0) → myµ(0), mzµ(0) → mxµ(0)].
Afterwards the quantum dynamics is switched on. To
quantify the speedup the timescale t¯ is measured anal-
ogous to the Ising case and compared with the classical
value t¯c. The ratios t¯/t¯c corresponding to different ini-
tial conditions are subsequently averaged. The results are
shown in Fig. 3, where this ratio is displayed in the (θ,φ)-
plane for three choices of Z0. We can identify choices of
the angles for which an accelerated pattern retrieval is in-
deed achieved. In particular, the gain is more significant
for less corrupted initial memories, i.e. larger Z0.
Conclusions — We investigated how quantum effects
can accelerate the approach towards stationarity of a
classical stochastic system. Our results suggest that in-
deed complementary methods to the established quan-
tum annealing techniques [1–5, 13] may be exploited to
enhance pattern retrieval in neural networks. In the fu-
ture it will be interesting to extend this idea to more
5complex settings, for example spin systems with disor-
der that realize specific instances of NP-hard problems,
such as the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model [30] or the
spin glass phase of the HNN [29]. Furthermore, it would
be interesting to study experimental implementations of
the proposed quantum dynamics based on open multi-
modal cavity arrays, which have been proposed as emu-
lators for quantum neural networks and glassy systems
[31–35].
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL FOR: QUANTUM ACCELERATED APPROACH TO THE THERMAL
STATE OF CLASSICAL SPIN SYSTEMS WITH APPLICATIONS TO PATTERN-RETRIEVAL IN THE
HOPFIELD NEURAL NETWORK
DERIVATION OF EQS. (3) OF THE MAIN TEXT
We firstly consider the equations of motion generated by the Markovian and purely dissipative dynamics defined
in Eq.(1) with the jumps operators (2), only secondly applying the unitary transformation ui(θ, φ) obtaining the
Eqs. (3). Here, any operator O evolves according to the adjoint Lindblad equation, O˙ = ∑k L†kOLk − 12{L†kLk,O}.
The equations of motion for the operators σγi , γ = x, y, z read
σ˙γi =∑
k
L†kσ
γ
i Lk − 12{L†kLk, σγi }. (6)
Let us first specialize (6) for the σzi operator. As it is [α±k , σzi ] = 0 ∀k, i, the terms arising from the sum over k ≠ i
vanish, and Eq.(6) reads
σ˙zi =(α−i ni − α+i σ−i )σzi (α−i ni − α+i σ+i ) − 12 {(α−i ni − α+i σ−i )(α−i ni − α+i σ+i ), σzi } ==(α−i )2ni + (α+i )2σ−i σ+i − α−i α+i σ+i − α−i α+i σ−i − 12(α−i )2ni + 12(α+i )2σ−i σ+i +− 1
2
α−i α+i σ+i + 12α−i α+i σ−i − 12(α−i )2ni + 12(α+i )2σ−i σ+i + 12α−i α+i σ+i− 1
2
α−i α+i σ−i = −α−i α+i σxi + (α+i )2(1 − σzi ) =
= − 1
2
sech(β∆Ei)σxi + 12 [1 + tanh(β∆Ei)] (1 − σzi ),
(7)
where it has been used that n2i = ni, niσ+i = σ+i , σ−i ni = σ−i . We can now consider the equation of motion of the
operator σ+i , which reads
σ˙+i =∑
k
{(α−knk − α+kσ−i )σ+i (α−knk − α+kσ+i )−
1
2
[(α−knk − α+kσ−i )(α−knk − α+kσ+i )σ+i + σ+i (α−knk − α+kσ−i )(α−knk − α+kσ+i )]}. (8)
The term arising from the sum over k = i is
(α−i )2σ+i ni + (α+i )2 (1 − σzi )2 σ+i − α−i α+i σ+i σ+i − α−i α+i σ−i σ+i ni − 12(α−i )2σ+i −− 1
2
(α+i )2 (1 − σzi )2 σ+i + 12α−i α+i σ+i σ+i + 12α−i α+i (1 − σzi )2 − 12(α−i )2σ+i ni− 1
2
(α+i )2 (1 + σzi )2 σ+i + 12α−i α+i σ+i σ+i + 12α−i α+i (1 + σzi )2 == −(α−i )2 + (α+i )2
2
σ+i + α−i α+i2 = −σ+i2 + α−i α+i2 .
(9)
6Before evaluating the part of Eq.(8) coming from the sum over k ≠ i, as it is [α±k , σ+i ] ≠ 0 for i ≠ k, it is useful to
consider the following expression
σ+i α+k =σ+i e β2 ∑j Jkjσzj√
2 cosh(β∑j Jkjσzj ) = e
β
2 ∑j≠i Jkjσzj e− β2 Jki√
2 cosh(β∑j≠i Jkjσzj − βJki)σ+i =
= e β2 ∑j Jkjσzj e− β2 Jkie− β2 Jkiσzi√
2 cosh(β∑j≠i Jkjσzj − βJki)σ+i =
= e β2 ∑j Jkjσzj√
2 cosh(β∑j Jkjσzj )´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶=α+
k
( cosh(β∑j Jkjσzj )
cosh(β∑j≠i Jkjσzj − βJki))
1
2
´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶≡fki
e−βJkiσ+i =
=α+kfkie−βJkiσ+i ,
(10)
which, after having defined α+kfkie−βJki ≡ α+ki, can be written as
σ+i α+k = α+kiσ+i . (11)
Similarly, it is
σ+i (α+k)2 = (α+ki)2σ+i ,
σ+i α−k = α−kiσ+i ,
σ+i (α−k)2 = (α−ki)2σ+i , (12)
where α−ki ≡ α−kfkieβJki . Let us now go ahead in evaluating the last part of Eq.(8), which reads
∑
k≠i{α−knkσ+i α−knk + α+kσ−kσ+i α+kσ+k − α−knkσ+i α+kσ+k − α+kσ−kσ+i α−knk − 12 [(α−k)2nkσ+i ++(α+k)2σ−kσ+kσ+i − α−kα+kσxkσ+i + σ+i (α−k)2nk + σ+i (α+k)2σ−kσ+k − σ+i α−kα+kσxk]} ==∑
k≠i(α−kα−kink − α+kα−kiσ−k − 12(α−ki)2nk + α+kα+kiσ−kσ+k − α−kα+kiσ+k−−1
2
(α+ki)2σ−kσ+k + 12α−kiα+kiσxk − 12(α−k)2nk − 12(α+k)2σ−kσ+k + 12α−kα+kσxk)σ+i ==∑
k≠i
1
2
[− (α−k − α−ki)2 nk − (α+k − α+ki)2σ−kσ+k + (α+k − α+ki)(α−kσ+k − α−kiσ−k)−
−(α−k − α−ki)(α+kiσ+k − α+kσ−k)]σ+i ,
(13)
so that it is
σ˙+i = −σ+i2 + α−i α+i2 +∑k≠i 12 [− (α−k − α−ki)2 nk − (α+k − α+ki)2σ−kσ+k++(α+k − α+ki)(α−kσ+k − α−kiσ−k) − (α−k − α−ki)(α+kiσ+k − α+kσ−k)]σ+i . (14)
In order to simplify last equation, we focus on fully-connected models with E(z⃗) = −∑i,j Jijzizj , with the correspond-
ing operator ∆Ei as defined in the main text. Requiring this energy to stay finite in the thermodynamic limit, we
have Jki ∼ 1/N . In the following, we perform a power series expansion with respect the parameter (βJki) neglecting
7terms of the order O(1/N2). In particular, we consider the following expression
(α+k − α+ki) = e+ β2 ∑j Jkjσzj√
2 cosh(β∆Ek) − e
+ β2 ∑j Jkjσzj e−βJki√
2 cosh(β∑j≠i Jkjσzj − βJki) =
= e+ β2 ∑j Jkjσzj√
2 cosh(β∆Ek)
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣1 − e−βJki ( cosh(β∆Ek)cosh(β∑j≠i Jkjσzj − βJki))
1
2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
= e+ β2 ∑j Jkjσzj√
2 cosh(β∆Ek)
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣1 − e−βJki ( cosh(β∆Ek)cosh(β∑j Jkjσzj − βJki(1 + σzi )))
1
2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ≃
= e+ β2 ∑j Jkjσzj√
2 cosh(β∆Ek)
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣1 − e−βJki ( 11 − tanh(β∑j Jkjσzj )βJki(1 + σzi ))
1
2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ≃
e+ β2 ∑j Jkjσzj√
2 cosh(β∆Ek)
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣1 − (1 − βJki)(1 + 12 tanh(β∑jk Jkjσzj ))βJki(1 + σzi )
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ≃
e+ β2 ∑j Jkjσzj√
2 cosh(β∆Ek)
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣βJki − 12 tanh(β∑jk Jkjσzj )βJki(1 + σzi )
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ≃ O(βJki).
(15)
Keeping terms up to the first order in βJki, then Eq.(14) reads
σ˙+i = −σ+i2 + α−i α+i2 +∑k≠i(βJki)α−kα+k(iσyk)σ+i =− σ+i
2
+ 1
4
sech(β∆Ei) + iβ
2
∑
k≠i sech(β∆Ek)σykσ+i ,
(16)
and the dynamical equations for σx,yi are
σ˙xi = − σxi2 + 12sech(β∆Ei) − β2 ∑k≠iJkisech(β∆Ek)σykσyi ,
σ˙yi = − σyi2 + β2 ∑k≠iJkisech(β∆Ek)σykσxi ,
(17)
Unitary transformation of jump operators
As we stress in the main text, the stationary state of the dynamics given by Eq.(1) does not change under any local
set of unitary transformation ui, (u
†
iui = 1), that modifies the set Li as follows
L′i ≡ uiLi = α−i uini − α+i uiσ+i , (18)
We choose to generalize the jump operators with the following equal spin rotation on all sites
ui = ( cos θ eiφ sin θ−e−iφ sin θ cos θ ) . (19)
In order to obtain the equations of motion for the operator σzi , it is useful to evaluate the matrix representation of
the operator L†iLi, which is
L†iLi = ( α−i 0−α+i 0)(α−i −α+i0 0 ) = ( (α−i )2 −α−i α+i−α−i α+i (α+i )2 ) . (20)
Le us start by considering the dynamical equations for σzi , which read
σ˙zi = L′†i σzi L′i − 12{L′†i L′i, σzi } = L′†i σzi L′i − 12{L†iLi, σzi }, (21)
8where the first term on the right-hand side reads
L′†i σzi L′i = L†iu†iσzi uiLi = [2 cos(θ)2 − 1]L†iLi = fzL†iLi, (22)
with the definition fz(θ) ≡ cos(2θ). Thus, it is
σ˙zi = −fz [α−i α+i σxi − 12((α−i )2 − (α+i )2)σzi − 12] − 12((α−k)2 − (α+k)2) − 12σzk. (23)
The dynamical equation for σ+i in the thermodynamic limit is
σ˙+i = L′†i σ+i L′i − 12{L†iLi, σ+i } +∑k≠iL′†k σ+i L′k − 12{L†kLk, σ+i }, (24)
where
L′†i σ+i L′i = L†iu†iσ+i uiLi = − cos(θ) sin(θ)e−iφL†iLi,
L′†k σ+i L′k = L†ku†kσ+i ukLk = L†kσ+i Lk. (25)
Hence we get
σ˙+i = cos(θ) sin(θ)e−iφ [α−i α+i σxi − ((α−i )2 + (α+i )2)2 − ((α−i )2 − (α+i )2)2 σzi ]−
− ((α−i )2 + (α+i )2)
2
σ+i + α−i α+i2 + iβ2 ∑k≠i sech(β∆Ek)σykσ+i .
(26)
The equation of motion of the operators σx,yi are
σ˙xi = −fx [α−i α+i σxi − ((α−i )2 + (α+i )2)2 − ((α−i )2 − (α+i )2)2 σzi ]
− ((α−i )2 + (α+i )2)
2
σxi + α−i α+i − β2 ∑k≠i sech(β∆Ek)σykσyi ,
σ˙yi = −fy [α−i α+i σxi − ((α−i )2 + (α+i )2)2 − ((α−i )2 − (α+i )2)2 σzi ]
− ((α−i )2 + (α+i )2)
2
σyi + β2 ∑k≠i sech(β∆Ek)σxkσyi ,
(27)
where fx(θ, φ) ≡ − sin(2θ) cos(φ) and fy(θ, φ) ≡ sin(2θ) sin(φ), and the dynamical equations are
σ˙xi = −Axi (β) − β2 ∑k≠iJkisech(β∆Ek)σykσyi + sech(β∆Ei)2 ,
σ˙yi = −Ayi (β) + β2 ∑k≠iJkisech(β∆Ek)σykσxi ,
σ˙zi = −Azi (β) + 12 tanh(β∆Ei),
(28)
where we have defined Aαi (β) = {fα [sech(β∆Ei)σxi + tanh(β∆Ei)σzi − 1] + σαi }/2, α = x, y, z, which parametrically
depends on the angles (θ, φ), by means of the functions fx,y,z(θ, φ). We observe that if one takes fx = 0, i.e. θi = pi4 ∀i,
the equation for σiz decouples from the other operators and reads σ˙
z
i = 12 [−σzi + tanh(β∆Ei)]. This allows us to make
the comparison between the quantum dynamics and the classical one.
FULLY CONNECTED ISING MODEL
The case with uniform couplings Jij = 1/N , ∀i, j allows us to compare the quantum dynamics with the one
of the fully connected Ising model whose classical energy function is E = −1/N ∑i,j zizj . In the thermodynamic
limit, the 3N equations of motions (28) are reduced to the closed set of 3 equations (4) for the collective operators
mα = ⟨sˆα⟩ = 1/N ∑Ni=1 ⟨σαi ⟩, α = x, y, z, as reported in the main text.
9Stationary condition
For the reader’s convenience we repeat here the set of equations (4) from the main text:
m˙x = −Ax + 1
2
sech(βmz) − β
2
sech(βmz)(my)2,
m˙y = −Ay + β
2
sech(βmz)mymx,
m˙z = −Az + 1
2
tanh(βmz),
(29)
where Aα = {fα [mxsech(βmz) +mz tanh(βmz) − 1] +mα}/2, α = x, y, z and
fx = − sin (2θ) cos (φ) , fy = sin (2θ) sin (φ) , fz = cos (2θ) . (30)
We first check the physical consistency of the dynamics described by these equations showing that the portion of
phase space outside the unit sphere
R2 ≡ (mx)2 + (my)2 + (mz)2 = 1 (31)
is transient, i.e., the dynamics is eventually confined to R ≤ 1 for any initial condition. To do this, we consider the
derivative of the “radius” itself, i.e.
∂tR
2 = 2(mxm˙x +mym˙y +mzm˙z). (32)
For future convenience, we separate the two addends inside the curly brackets of Ax,y,z and introduce the shorthand
F = 1 −mxsech(βmz) −mz tanh(βmz). (33)
Hence, by substitution of (29) into (32) we obtain
∂tR
2 = F (fxmx + fymy + fzmz) −R2 +mz tanh(βmz) +mxsech(βmz)´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶=1−F , (34)
i.e.,
∂tR
2 = F (fxmx + fymy + fzmz − 1) + (1 −R2). (35)
We now focus on F itself to obtain a bound on the values it can take; more precisely, we consider
∣1 − F ∣ = ∣mxsech(βmz) +mz tanh(βmz)∣ = ∣v⃗ ⋅ R⃗∣ , (36)
where we introduced two effective vectors
R⃗ = (mx,my,mz)T and v⃗ = (sech(βmz),0, tanh(βmz))T . (37)
By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we then have
∣1 − F ∣ ≤ ∣v⃗∣®=1 ∣R⃗∣ = R. (38)
This then implies
1 −R ≤ F ≤ 1 +R. (39)
In an analogous fashion, we see that ∣fxmx + fymy + fzmz ∣ = ∣f⃗ ⋅ R⃗∣ with f⃗ = (fx, fy, fz)T another unit vector. Hence,∣fxmx + fymy + fzmz ∣ ≤ R (40)
and
−R − 1 ≤ fxmx + fymy + fzmz − 1 ≤ R − 1. (41)
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We now assume R > 1 (placing ourselves outside the unit sphere in phase space). In Eq. (35) we can now use the
bounds (39) and (41) to determine the sign of the derivative. In fact, for R > 1 the upper (lower) bounds are both
positive (negative), so that the first addend in (35) is always smaller than any of the two products (1−R)(−R− 1) or(1 +R)(R − 1). Since they both yield the same result, we can summarise the result by
∂tR
2 ≤ (1 +R)(R − 1) + (1 −R2) = 0, (42)
which shows that, for any R > 1, the evolution is either ingoing or tangential to the sphere of radius R. The cases
of tangential evolution are either stationary points or the trajectory will then move to inward-going points. In the
absence of stationary points for R > 1 the portion of phase space with R > 1 must be transient. We thereby move
now onto proving there are no such steady states. First, we note that ∂tR
2 = 0 only if we can replace our inequalities
above with equalities. This implies
v⃗ = f⃗ = ± R⃗
R
, (43)
with v⃗ and f⃗ defined above. In particular, this yields
my = fy = 0 , sech(βmz) = fx and tanh(βmz) = fz. (44)
Stability analysis
We analyse the time-scales that characterize the long-time approach of mα to the ”ferromagnetic” stationary
solution that appears for β > 1, comparing the quantum case (generic θ and φ) with the classical one (θ = pi/4). As
we are considering the dynamics near to the stationary solution, we perform a first order expansion of Eqs.(4) around
the fixed points, say m¯α, so that mα ∼ m¯α + δmα. It is worth noting that the stationary solution itself is independent
on the unitary transformation that has been applied on the jump operators, i.e. on the angles θ and φ, hence we can
get the stationary solution m¯α fixing the values of θ and φ. For the sake of simplicity, we set θ = pi/4, φ = 0 getting
m¯x = sech(βm¯z), m¯y = 0 and m¯z = tanh(βm¯z).
The equations for variables δmα, α = x, y, z can be written as follows,
⎛⎜⎝
δm˙x
δm˙y
δm˙z
⎞⎟⎠ = S
⎛⎜⎝
δmx
δmy
δmz
⎞⎟⎠ . (45)
from which we see that the long-time decay towards the stationary state is exponential with the rates given by the
eigenvalues of the matrix S, whose elements Sij are
S11 = − 1
2
(fxsech(βm¯z) + 1),
S12 =0
S13 =1
4
sech2(βm¯z) [fx(2βm¯x sinh(βm¯z) − 2βm¯z − sinh(2βm¯z)) − 2β sinh(βm¯z)] ,
S21 = − fy
2
sech(βm¯z),
S22 =1
2
[−1 + βsech(βm¯z)m¯x],
S23 =fy
4
sech2(βm¯z)(2βm¯x sinh(βm¯z) − 2βm¯z − sinh(2βm¯z))
S31 = − fz
2
sech(βm¯z),
S32 =0,
S33 = sech2(βm¯z)
4
[fz(2βm¯x sinh(βm¯z) − 2βm¯z − sinh(2βm¯z)) − 2β] − 1
2
.
(46)
We can immediately see that when substituting the stationary values of m¯x in S22, which is an eigenvalue of S, this
is equal to the classical one obtained fixing θ = pi/4. This implies that, near enough to the stationary solutions, the
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quantum dynamics is dominated by the same time-scale or by a longer time-scale than the classical one. Therefore,
the faster approach towards the stationary state of the quantum case over the classical one, which occurs for some
value of θ and φ as reported in the main text, is only due by the early stages of the dynamics.
DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS FOR THE P MEMORY CASE
We tackle now the problem of getting the Eqs.(5). The dynamical equations for the overlap between the spin
configuration and the µ-th pattern, sˆαµ ≡ 1N ∑Ni=1 ξ(µ)i σγi , α = x, y, z, read
˙ˆsxµ = − f2N [∑i ξ(µ)i sech(βξ⃗i ⋅ s⃗z)σxi +∑i ξ(µ)i tanh(βξ⃗i ⋅ s⃗z)σzi −∑i ξ(µ)i ]− 1
2
sˆxµ + 12N ∑i ξ(µ)i sech(βξ⃗i ⋅ s⃗z) − β2N2 ∑i ∑k≠i∑˜µ ξµi ξµ˜i ξµ˜k sech(βξ⃗k ⋅ s⃗z)σykσyi ,
˙ˆsyµ = − h2N [∑i ξ(µ)i sech(βξ⃗i ⋅ s⃗z)σxi +∑i ξ(µ)i tanh(βξ⃗i ⋅ s⃗z)σzi −∑i ξ(µ)i ]− 1
2
sˆyµ + β2N2 ∑i ∑k≠i∑˜µ ξµi ξµ˜i ξµ˜k sech(βξ⃗k ⋅ s⃗z)σykσxi ,
˙ˆszµ = − g2N [∑i ξ(µ)i sech(βξ⃗i ⋅ s⃗z)σxi +∑i ξ(µ)i tanh(βξ⃗i ⋅ s⃗z)σzi −∑i ξ(µ)i ]+ 1
2N
∑
i
ξ
(µ)
i tanh(βξ⃗i ⋅ s⃗z) − 12 sˆzµ,
(47)
which do not easily close on the overlaps variables. However, we point out that (i) the stationary solution is inde-
pendent on the unitary transformation, therefore it is the same of the classical case that one obtains by considering
θ = pi/4; (ii) the stationary dark state reproduces in its diagonal elements the probabilities distribution of a classical
Hopfiled NN as defined at the beginning; (iii) given any operator O(σz) that is diagonal on the σzi basis, the expec-
tation value on the stationary state is the classical average value, being the correspondent weights the thermal ones,
i.e. ⟨O(σz)⟩ = Tr(ρSSO(σz)) = 1Z(β) ∑σ⃗ e−βE(σ⃗) ⟨σ⃗∣O(σz)∣σ⃗⟩.
The previous considerations lead us to argue that the dynamics of the expectation value of spin operators will be
mostly determined by the properties of the overlap and therefore we employ the following approximation,⟨σαi ⟩ ∼ ξµi mαµ , α = x, y, z, (48)
where mαµ = ⟨sαµ⟩ represents the expectation value. Performing a mean field approximation, i.e. neglecting the
correlations among the overlaps, and employing a self average hypothesis we get
m˙x,yµ = −A¯x,yµ (β),
m˙zµ = −A¯zµ(β) + 12ξµ tanhβξ⃗ ⋅ m⃗z, (49)
where A¯αµ = [fαmxµsech(βξ⃗ ⋅ m⃗z) +mαµ] /2, α = x, y, z, ξ⃗ = (ξ1, ..., ξp)T , m⃗α = (mα1 , ...,mαp )T , and we replaced
1
N ∑i f(ξ⃗i)→ f(ξ⃗), (⋅) being the average over the disorder distribution.
As a first consistency check for the approximations employed, we have verified that the stationary state is invariant
under change of the angles (θ, φ) and that its qualitative structure is consistent with the classical one, i.e., only a
paramagnetic stable solution appears at β < 1, whereas several retrieval solutions emerge at β > 1.
Second, we checked the results of these equations for small β with a high temperature expansion of Eqs.(49),
obtaining agreement both in the early and late stages of the dynamics. In order to perform the high temperature
expansion we notice that, in the limit β → 0, the jump operator defined in Eq.(2) for the site i is independent on the
other spins and leads the system in a state where the magnetization Mx = 1
N ∑i σxi takes its maximum value. In this
regime, closing the equations both on the overlaps and the magnetizations seems a consistent choice. If this is the
case, we can expand the equations in β, employing the following approximations
1
N
∑
i
ξνi ξ
γ
i σ
α
i ≈ δνγMα 1N ∑i ξνi ξγi ξρi σαi ≈mαν δγρ + perm. (50)
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Expanding up to the third order in β we get
M˙x = − fx
2
{Mx − 1 + β∣m⃗z ∣2 − β2
2
Mx∣m⃗z ∣2 − β3
3
[3∣m⃗z ∣4 − 2∑
ν
(mzν)4]} − Mx2 +
+ 1
2
− β
2
∣m⃗y ∣2 − β2
4
∣m⃗z ∣2 + β3
4
[2(m⃗z ⋅ m⃗y)2 + ∣m⃗z ∣2∣m⃗y ∣2 − 2∑
ν
(mzνmyν)2] ,
M˙y = − fy
2
{Mx − 1 + β∣m⃗z ∣2 − β2
2
Mx∣m⃗z ∣2 − β3
3
[3∣m⃗z ∣4 − 2∑
ν
(mzν)4]} − My2 +
+ β
2
(m⃗y ⋅ m⃗x)2 − β3
4
[2(m⃗z ⋅ m⃗y)(m⃗z ⋅ m⃗x) + ∣m⃗z ∣2(m⃗y ⋅ m⃗x) − 2∑
ν
(mzν)2mxνmyν] ,
M˙z = − fz
2
{Mx − 1 + β∣m⃗z ∣2 − β2
2
Mx∣m⃗z ∣2 − β3
3
[3∣m⃗z ∣4 − 2∑
ν
(mzν)4]} − Mz2 ;
(51)
m˙xµ = − fx2 {mxµ + βMzmzµ − β22 [mxµ∣m⃗z ∣2 + 2mzµ(m⃗z ⋅ m⃗x) − 2mxµ(mzµ)2]+
−β3
3
Mz [3mzµ∣m⃗z ∣2 − 2(mzµ)3]} − mxµ2 − β2Mymyµ+
+ β3
4
My [2mzµ(m⃗z ⋅ m⃗yµ) +myµ∣mz ∣2 − 2myµ(mzµ)2] ,
m˙yµ = − fy2 {mxµ + βMzmzµ − β22 [mxµ∣m⃗z ∣2 + 2mzµ(m⃗z ⋅ m⃗x) − 2mxµ(mzµ)2]+
−β3
3
Mz [3mzµ∣m⃗z ∣2 − 2(mzµ)3]} − myµ2 + β2Mxmyµ+
+ β3
4
Mx [2mzµ(m⃗z ⋅ m⃗yµ) +myµ∣mz ∣2 − 2myµ(mzµ)2] ,
m˙zµ = − fz2 {mxµ + βMzmzµ − β22 [mxµ∣m⃗z ∣2 + 2mzµ(m⃗z ⋅ m⃗x) − 2mxµ(mzµ)2]+
−β3
3
Mz [3mzµ∣m⃗z ∣2 − 2(mzµ)3]} − mzµ2 − β2mzµ − β36 [3mzµ∣mz ∣2 − 2(mzµ)3] .
(52)
Comparing Eqs.(49) and (52) we find that the former converge to the latter as β decreases, not only near to the
stationary solution but also in the transient part of the evolution. Such result make us argue that, although Eqs.(49)
are only a possible approximation of Eqs.(47), we can as a first step analyse them, near to the stationary solutions as
well as in the transient regime of the dynamics.
Stability analysis
Finally, we perform the stability analysis of the Eqs.(49), expanding them around the stationary solutions of the
overlaps for β > 1 up to the first order. For the sake of simplicity, we fix θ = pi/4, φ = pi/2 in order to get the stationary
solutions which read m¯x,yν = 0, m¯zν = ξν tanh(βξ⃗ ⋅ ⃗¯mz). The expressions of the overlaps are thus taken to be
mx,yν ≈ δmx,yν ∀ν,
mzµ ≈ m¯zµ + δmzµ, mzν ≈ δmzν ∀ν ≠ µ, (S32)
and we get
⎛⎜⎝
δm˙xµ
δm˙yµ
δm˙zµ
⎞⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
− 1
2
[fxsech(βm¯zµ) + 1] 0 0− fy
2
sech(βm¯zµ) − 12 0− fz
2
sech(βm¯zµ) 0 12 [ βcosh2(βm¯zµ) − 1]
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎝
δmxµ
δmyµ
δmzµ
⎞⎟⎠ . (S33)
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As in the previous case, one of the eigenvalue of the matrix is the same of the classical case obtained for θ = pi/4.
Therefore, the quantum time-scale that dominates the dynamics near to the stationary solutions is the same or longer
than the classical one: the gain that we get from the quantum dynamics over the classical one arises only from the
transient time-scales.
Symmetries within the θ-φ plane
We discuss here the three symmetries we exploit which allow us to focus on a portion (one eighth) of the θ-φ plane
in Fig. 3 of the main text. The first one is a symmetry of the dynamics, which is invariant under the involutive
transformation (θ, φ) → (pi − θ, φ + pi) (remembering that θ is defined modulo pi and φ modulo 2pi). For any given
choice of the initial conditions, the dynamics at (θ, φ) exactly matches the one at (pi − θ, φ + pi) and the timescales
involved are therefore also the same.
The other symmetries of the plot are not symmetries of the dynamics, and are only recovered upon averaging
over the initial conditions. The first one involves the substitution φ → pi − φ (which changes the sign of fy) and
m⃗y → −m⃗y, which leaves the equations invariant. Therefore, any trajectory m⃗x,y,z(t) obtained at (θ, φ) is equivalent
to one obtained at (θ, pi − φ) where the y component is simply inverted. Clearly, this does not affect the timescales
of the dynamics. Since we are sampling over a symmetric distribution of initial conditions on m⃗y, averages must be
symmetric under φ→ pi − φ.
Finally, we consider the transformation θ → pi/2 − θ and m⃗z → −m⃗z, which also leaves the equations invariant. For
“quantum” trajectories the argument follows the same steps employed above: since the initial condition is generated
symmetrically in mz, averages should be symmetric under θ → pi/2 − θ. For the classical trajectories, since the initial
conditions are biased by a fixed amount Z0 this does not hold. However, the classical case (θ = pi/4) is special since θ
gets simply mapped onto itself (and in fact m⃗z → −m⃗z represents by itself a symmetry of the equations). Hence, the
average dynamical timescales are symmetric under θ → pi/2 − θ as well.
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